A VIRTUAL, INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCE FOR GEORGIA’S K-5 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS, HOMESCHOOL GROUPS, SUMMER PROGRAMS, AND MORE!

Our unique educational program focuses on how important events in the Fox Theatre’s timeline intersect with key classroom lessons, from American History and the Civil Rights Movement to Economics and the importance of community building.

During this filmed interactive presentation, teaching assistants tell the Fox Theatre’s story, from inception to current day, using historic and modern images, videos, music, and dialogue. Student activities like creative drawing, trivia, matching, math problems, and a crossword puzzle, are also included. A comprehensive Teacher Guide is also available to connect the exhibit’s content to current Georgia Performance Standards and contextual history.

HOW IT WORKS:

Let’s Talk! Contact us to let us know if you would like your students to experience Fox in a Box virtually. We will answer any questions you may have about the program.

It is Free! Thanks to our generous program sponsors, there is no cost to have Fox in a Box in your school.

Get Started! You will receive the presentation and student activity materials in advance. The virtual experience kit also has a detailed list of instructions for learning.

Thank You! We hope you enjoy the virtual experience and appreciate your referrals to other schools who would like share Fox in a Box virtually with their students.

WHAT IS NEEDED:
You will need technical equipment that can read a flash drive, a screen or surface to show the presentation, and speakers to hear the content.

When a virtual visit is scheduled, a Fox in a Box School Agreement must be signed and returned before materials are sent to the school.

SOME FUN STATS:
Since 2014, over 39,100 students, educators, and homeschool families have experienced Fox in a Box’s in-person and virtual offerings in 23 counties across Georgia.

Over 13,411 library patrons have seen Fox in a Box through our partnership with the Georgia Public Library System.

To learn more about the virtual Fox in a Box, please contact Maggie Fuller | Maggie.Fuller@foxtheatre.org or 404-881-2023
For more information about the Fox Theatre Institute, please visit our website at www.foxtheatre.org

The Fox Theatre and Fox Theatre Institute would like to thank its generous Fox in a Box Sponsors!